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Dear Sir / Madam
Cornwall Gateway Community Network Traffic Regulation Orders: Saltash –
restrictions on waiting, various sites (SN02 – SN08)
Thank you for responding to the consultation on the above proposal. I am writing to let
you know the outcome.
Overall, there was a mixture of responses to the proposals. All comments received have
been considered carefully and discussed with the Local Member and Town Council. A
summary of the decision for each location is given below:
SN02: Kingsmill Road
No responses received; implement as advertised.
SN03: Pillmere Drive.
Following further consultation by Cllr Lennox–Boyd it was decided to implement as
advertised.
SN04: Pillmere Drive / Grassmere Way, Saltash
Following further consultation the scheme is to be implemented in an amended form,
consisting of No Waiting restrictions on both sides of the road to prevent obstructive
parking. Please refer to the attached plan SN04SAR (Rev A) which sets out the revised
provisions agreed for this area.
SN05: Pillmere Way / Meadow Drive
Implement as advertised.
SN06: Grassmere Way
Following further consultation by Cllr Lennox-Boyd it was decided to implement in an
amended form with the section of No Waiting opposite Chestnut Close being deleted
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from the scheme on safety grounds. Whilst it is recognised that the section of No waiting
on the bend may cause inconvenience and displacement parking, the restriction is
considered necessary to prevent vehicular conflict at this location. Please refer to the
attached plan SN06SAR (Rev A) which sets out the revised provisions agreed for this area.
SN07: Grassmere Way / Dartmoor View
Implement as advertised.
SN08: Essa Road, Saltash
Responses to the consultation indicated that the introduction of No Waiting at any time
restrictions would place pressure on overnight parking for residents. After discussion with
Cllr Holley and the Town Council it was decided to reduce the northern section of the
restriction to prevent parking during the day but allow for overnight parking. The
proposed sections of No Waiting at any time on the bend are to proceed as advertised.
Please refer to the attached plan SN08SAR (Rev A) which sets out the revised provisions
agreed for this area.
Our works programme indicates that construction is likely to start on site in December
and will take 1 – 2 days.
Further information on construction timescales, when they become available, can be
found on the Roadworks section of Cornwall Council’s website at
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/transport-and-streets/roadworks/
Please note that any new waiting restrictions will not come into effect until all the
necessary works have been carried-out on site.
Yours faithfully,

Glen Reed
Technician
Engineering Design Group
Tel: 01872 322944
Email: glen.reed@cormacltd.co.uk

